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CChhaapptteerr 11: :

DESIGN THEORY OF
MENTAL HEALTH AND
THE EFFECTS OF OUR
BUILT ENVIRONMENT

Thesis statement
One in five adults in the US experienced a mental illness in 2018 and 19.1% Of the adult population
suffers from the damages of poor mental health, affecting family, friends, as well as productivity in
the workplace and physical health. The environment we occupy often goes unnoticed as the catalyst
of neglecting mental health, while we spend more that 80% of our days on average indoors, there
is a direct connection between environment and its impact on our mental health. Health and human
services defines mental health as our emotional, psychological, and social well-being, affecting how
we think, feel, and act, helping determine how we handle stress, relate to others, and make choices.
While architects vow to protect the health safety and welfare of those they design for, historically this
has been interpreted as physical health safety and welfare. Why is it that we have overlooked the
impact of the spaces in which we design and the mental health, safety and welfare of those it can
impact? Studies have been conducted observing cancer patients, prisoners, and those suffering from
physical and mental illnesses showing the effects that a connection to nature has amplified the ability
to naturally heal. Visual connection to nature has shown a drastic impact on the chemical balance
of the body increasing serotonin levels and relieving stress—a leading cause of furthered mental
illnesses. My thesis argues a new outlook on design thinking and methods focusing on the influences of
environmental connection to mental health and wellbeing, focusing on four main aspects: introducing
“nature” into the space, creating immersive spaces to spark curiosity and exploration, use of natural
analogues and implementing unique way-finding tactics to reduce stress. The thesis proposes design
guidelines to reduce the negative impacts that the built environment has on mental health.
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Mental health disorders - Stress
WHAT IS STRESS?

Stress in the Built Environment

World Population Affected
United states population Affected

Stress is defined as the body’s reaction to change, a change that makes
an adjustment or response a necessity. Your body then responds to
these changes with emotional, mental and physical responses. The
word “stress” as we know it today is tied back to Hans Selye’s
definition from1936,he defined stress as “the non-specific
response of the body to any demand for change”. Selye
gathered data from laboratory animals that were exposed to
extreme environments. These extreme environments consisted
of emotional and physical stimulants, such as blinding lights, blaring
noises, frustration, and environmental conditions of extreme heat and
cold. While they learned that these changes created physical changes
in the animals, such as stomach ulcerations, and changes in adrenal
glands and lymphatic tissue there were also more persist effects causing
the animals to develop various diseases similar to humans, many had
heart attacks, kidney diseases, strokes, and rheumatoid arthritis.

Stress is completely different
from one individual to another,
making it impossible to pin down
a specific cause for our body’s
reaction.

This goes on to establish the idea that environment had a strain on us
mentally, emotionally, and physically. While many organizations for
mental health mention common factors that create or are related to
our bodies response to change, such as a loved one passing away,
a change in jobs, or physical trauma. Many large organizations look
over the fact that environment has so much effect on our mental health,
in a positive or negative light.

While we all have different sources for stress we all have similar
patterns for how we begin to react.
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These phenomenological qualities that tie stress to an individual
make for a range in causes, but our bodies have chemical and
physical responses that line up with the introduction and prolonged
amount of stress on the individual.

As stress increases we see a string
of events that begin to lead to a
breakdown and a cause of other
mental health issues that stem from
stress. These events tend to start as
health tension, peaking at fatigue,
then falling towards exhaustion
and then a breakdown.

Stress in the built environment has become a focus in environments
that are deemed for the greatest amount of need for intervention.
These environments are deemed as “extreme environments” where the
resources and curiosity for study have been made more commonly
available. These environments consist of healthcare facilities, prisons,
rehabilitation facilities, and hospitals, because of the very particular
circumstances surrounding the unique qualities that make up these
spaces there are different results per environment.
These environments hold a special need for intervention on the
reduction of stress, most commonly these interventions gather studies
from physiologist that have developed theories based off of the study
Biophilia. Biophilia otherwise known as “love of life” has been a key
player in the interaction of occupants and qualities that reduce stress.
Several studies that have been reviewed look into the chemical and
physical responses that our bodies have to biophilia, and the ornate
and undeniable desire for human connection to nature. These studies
all suggest begin to suggest that as we desire to connect to the natural
world we also spend 80 percent of our time, on average, in doors.
While we desire to connect with nature we also have the undeniable
desire to spend the majority of out time indoors. This desire the stay
indoors then blocks or weakens our connection to the natural world.
As we continue to learn from these studies we begin to pull natural
design elements into the spaces in which we occupy the most, this is
most commonly displayed as a very literal translation and bringing
greenery or imagery of nature into spaces. Stress is often developed
from common elements such as work, school, financial stability, and
even traffic. While we cannot eliminate stress completely from our lives
we can try to learn how to minimize it in the built environment before
it develops into depression, anxiety, and other more serious mental
illnesses.
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https://my.clevelandclinic.org/health/articles/11874-stress

Generalized Anxiety disorder
Mood disorders
Major Depressive disorder
Addiction
Post Traumatic Stress Disorder

3.8%
7.6%
6.9%
9.5%
3.4%
6.7%
2.3%
5.1%
0.9%
6.8%

Stress in the United states

key factors that effect stress
Urban fabric|
Taking into account the physical built environment and the factors that
can add or reduce stress on those who occupy and experience the urban fabric.
Common factors for the built environment that have been known to negatively
impact mental health in a city relate to circulation , light exposure, and green
space relief in an environment.
Environmental trauma|
Environmental trauma or pollution refers to the impact humans have
on the natural environment from a city. When humans feel like they are taking
care of Life then mental health is given the opportunity to thrive.
Financial stability|
Financial stability has a large impact on stress levels within the head
of household often cities with higher poverty levels have significantly higher
suicide rates, less of an ability to access healthcare, and lower value of
quality of life.
Population factors|
A cities ability to maintain a healthy conversation about mental and
physical health in schools, workplaces helps open up the conversation about
mental and physical health and become aware of the decline of either. With
Conversation comes awareness of the world of mental health and its impact on
our daily lives.

Urban
fabric|

urban fabric|
Perception of safety
Population Density
Hours of sun exposure
Green Spaces proximity
Public Transport availability
Traffic-Congestion
Environmental trauma|
Air Pollution
Noise Pollution
Light Pollution
Financial stability|
Unemployment
Debt Per Capita
Social Security

Baghdad, iraq #1

Miami #71

population
factors|

UNEMPLOYMENT

MENTAL HEALTH | AWARENESS

Green Spaces proximity

NOISE POLLUTION

DEBT PER CAPITA

PHYSICAL HEALTH

Public Transport availability

LIGHT POLLUTION

SOCIAL SECURITY

GENDER EQUALITY

FAMILY INCOME

RACE EQUALITY

HOURS OF SUN EXPOSURE

cairo, egypt #5

Dakar, Senegal #4
Lagos, Nigeria #3

AIR POLLUTION

PERCEPTION OF SAFETY

kabul, afghanistan #2

Los Angeles #70

Population factors|
Mental Health Care
Physical Health
Gender Equality
Race Equality

financial
stability|

New York city#67
Washington dc #94
Chicago #68

Family income

POPULATION DENSITY

Traffic-Congestion
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Environmental
trauma|

In Study Conducted by ZipJet In 2017

Mental health visualized

Description of study and outcome
This study was conducted to express the individual’s personal experience of the 6 major mental illnesses most commonly
experienced across the world. For this study is can be gathered that each individual experiences, or views, all 6 mental illnesses
different, much like studies have shown we experience spatial qualities slightly different from one another. How we view space,
color, fractals, and even mental illnesses vary from person to person, but there are Common themes that emerge as you analyze
the line drawings. Themes like chaos and static, or a focal point that lies central or is pushed to the edges and begins to make the
central void the focus. These Drawings then begin to inform how we view mental illnesses.

Thank you to all who participated in the visualization of mental illnesses
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ANALYSIS OF STUDY

DEPRESSION

ANXIETY

MOOD DISORDERS

ADDICTION

STRESS

POST TRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDER

4,6,10,15,19 - LINE DRAWING
			ANNOTATES A BEGINNING AND AN END/START AND FINISH SHOWS A 		

1,4 - Spiral to central location
			Shows a theme with a heavy connection towards 			

5,11,12,14 - broken scattered path
			Alludes to the idea of a fragmentation of a path or a 		

9,12,15,17 - tonal expression
			This shows a battle between opposing ideas or practices, 		

2,4,5,11,15,17,18 - Static or Chaos
			Establishes the common theme of chaos and disarray as a 		

6,15,19 - broken lines
			Relates the path to fragmentation, broken, but not 			

			

			surrounding and centrality.

			

			

			notation of stress,

			

2,11,12 - CHAOS
			SHOWS A CENTRALIZED MASS OF CHAOS ALMOST AS IF IT IS 		

6,13,15 - Line drawing
			Represents a path, Choice, and separation as if alluding to 		

1,8,10 - conflict
			Establishes the idea of conflicting shaped or pattens, as an 		

2,3,10,11,16 - central focus on an object
			Establishes the idea that there is a centralized focus on 		

2,4 - Hierarchy of Chaos
				Notes that there is a hierarchy to the level of 		

7,9,12,17 - Fragmentation
			Expresses mixed patterns that layer but do not reflect one

			

			

			

			

				disarray and chaos.

			another.

RELATION TO TIME AND SPACIAL AWARENESS.

CONTAINED WITHIN SOMETHING OR A SPACE.

the fact that we have a decision or a fractured path.

direction, a broken time line.

internal conflict within the mind.

light versus dark, right versus wrong.

something, good or bad there is a focal point worth noting.

disorganized, like pieces are missing from the path.

1,9 - EMPTY/NOTHINGNESS
			REPRESENTS THE IDEA OF NOTHING, LONELINESS, EMPTINESS THAT IS 		

12,17 - shatter or break
			Annotates the idea there is something in the process of 		

6,15 - overlapping path
			A path that continues in one direction then laps back on 		

18 - balance
			Expresses the idea of balance, give and take, the idea that 		

15,17,18 - absolute chaos
				Shows a lack of order or hierarchy, a consuming 		

1,10- scattered
			Shows a similar use of pattern but begins to break the 		

			ANYWHERE AND EVERYWHERE.

			

			

			

				

			

13,18 - DEFINED SEPARATION
			ANNOTATES A BEGINNING AND AN END/START AND FINISH SHOWS A 		

2,5,9,16,18,19 - Central Chaos
			The common theme of centralized chaos connects the idea of

9,13,17,18 - path with multiple destinations
			Reveals the idea that there are multiple outcomes from one 		

1,7,8 - centrality
			Indicates the idea of a path with a key moment or a spiral to

5,11 - Central Force
				Hints at the idea of condensing chaos and static to

4,5,11 - Instances of Chaos
			Focuses on the idea pf scattered disarray or chaos in space 		

			

			

			

			

				A central focal point.

			

RELATION TO TIME AND SPACIAL AWARENESS.

breaking or broken, beyond repairing.

an inward focus of anxiety or disruption.

itself as to relapse.

single moment, like we decide the path we take.

everything ends up evening out.

an inward or outward moment.

force that covers any and everything.

pattern and follows no rule of hierarchy.

with no tie to one another.

8,14,17- SURROUNDED/ENGULFED
			REVEALS THE IDEA OF SEPARATION BUT AS SOMETHING THAT IS 		

6,13,15 - centralized separated chaos
				Annotating a distancing of two ideas as an attempt 		

2,4,19 - path with vertical jumps
			Notes that the path set on has highs and lows as it keeps 		

4,5,6,13,14,19 - Linear path
			Shows a beginning and an end with vertical jumps along the 		

1,7,10- central focal Point
			Indicates that there is a focus on a central point or object 		

2,8,18 - Chaos along a path
			Establishes a connection with a linear path like time that is 		

			

				

			

			

			

			

SURROUNDING THE PURITY OR OBJECT THAT IS INSIDE.

to show the difference between self and chaos.

moving forward or even backward.

linear path, indicating struggle, highs and lows along a path.

that is surrounded by static or chaos.

3,5,7,16 - SURROUNDED WITH SEPARATION
			SHOWS A SEPARATION AND DISTINCTIVE DIFFERENCE SUCH AS LIGHT 		

3,7,10 - surrounding static
			Shows the idea of one feeling surrounded by noise, engulfed 		

3,7 - curved path lapping back and forth
			Flips the idea of a horizontal time line and pushes and pulls 		

7,13 - fractured object
				Expresses the idea of fracturing or splitting,

			

			

			

		

AND DARK, GOOD AND BAD.

in static or chaos, disoriented.

to either side of the spectrum along a central divide.

8 - consistent static
				Reveals the idea of complete disorientation in all 		

16 - Confusion
			Indicates the idea of confusion in a social manor with a 		

				directions and no relief.

			

direct connection to humans and physical cues.

there is a notion of broken-ness.

9,14,19, - heartbeat
			Indicates a strong connection of stress and heart-rate.
3,6,8,12 - Compression or force
			Establishes the idea of compression or pinching, forceful 		
			

containment narrowing the object.

13,16 - relation to self
			Shows a direct connection of stress to ones self
16

disrupted by a knot or a moment.

Sensory experience-Literature Reviews
Literature review - “biophilia & healing environments”
The article discussing Biophilia and Healing Environments is analyzed
through the teachings of Edward O. Wilson who thought of the
essence of man was catalyzed by the innate human desire and need
for a deep connection to nature in the everyday built environment in
which we reside. What is discussed as the biophilic effect is described
by Wilson as two parallel strands of conjuncture stating the origin of
biophilic instinct.

1. Thought to come from inherited memory, from our
evolution and development in the environment of the
Savannah long ago.
2. Stemming from biological structure itself: the
geometrical rules of biological forms with which we
share a template.
The idea that we have a desire to be in nature because of our ancestors
living and thriving in the Savannah is a little far fetched for me but for
the sake of discovery the idea makes sense that we want and desire a
connection to a familiarity of what we believe our simple beginnings to
be before technology, and mechanisms. While the desire to connect
with nature connecting with our physical makeup is structurally very
similar to natural occurring geometries. That being said biologically
humans are drawn to nature despite the believed background,
several studies have been conducted observing the relationship and
connection between people and nature and its ability to act as a
catalyst healing. Reducing need for pain medications, as well as faster
healing post operative when patients were placed into a room with
a window looking out at trees. While this connection to nature is a
positive on the healing of the human body there is also an inverse
effect that when we are disconnected to nature it effects our biophilia.
The absence of natural geometries and structural balance signal the
body to cope with anxiety and illness.
18

While we can assume that we absence of nature effects our
biophilia in a negative manor, Salingaros breaks the biophilic effect
into 8 points.

1. Light
2. Color
3. Gravity
4. Fractals
5. Curves
6. Detail
7. Water
8. Life

Literature Review - “improving mental health in prison through biophilic design”
Light - Eyes|light is necessary to for three-dimensional
imagery and depth perception, skin|Light on our skin is
how our body produces Vitamin D, sleep| or circadian
rhythms are regulated by the sunlight on the eyes and
skin controlling our sleep cycles via melanin secretion.
Color - Pigmentation of partial intensity but overall
harmony generates a healthy effect that links directly
with our emotions
Gravity - The idea of balance in growth puts the
observer at ease with a naturally occurring structure
dictated by gravity
Fractals - Biological forms are broken down into
fractals, like a circulation system or how an arm breaks
down to a hand and then fingers, naturally occurring
fractals help the brain intemperate patterns
Curves - Curved forms are commonly found in nature
connecting the brain back to naturally occurring
geometries
Detail - lack of detain creates a disconnect of the
observer to nature, perfectly smooth or even systems
do not occur in nature
Water - the desire to be close to water is a reassurance
that there is supple for survival
Life - connection to other living forms and things creates
companionship and lack of loneliness

The article Improving Mental Health in Prison Through Biophilic
Design is looked at through the lens of Erich Fromm who was looked
at as the creator of the term biophilia meaning “love of life” is
derived from his discovery of the “essence of man”. Fromm’s research
began with his discovering of awareness and the idea of “being”.
Fromm’s understanding of our root for our love of life stems from the
innate connection to nature and other life, Fromm sees the idea of
development of mankind as the disconnect with us and other life
or nature, and how this separation has created a decay. Fromm
believes that we are either in a phase of growth or decay, because
these two are a trade off you can be only one or the other and the
two phases of growth or decay are tied to ones connection to life.

Life or Death,
Growth or Decay.
From this we gather that the key to awareness and growth is a
connection to nature through three key areas, it is broken down into
the ideology of connection to nature through unique queues thats
create a connection to life through nature in the space, exploring
nature of the space and and introducing natural analogs into a
space.

Broken down into:

Nature in space, Natural
analogues, and Nature of
the space
1. Nature in Space -

Visual connection with nature
Non-visual connection with nature
Non-rhythmic sensory stimuli
Access to thermal and airflow variability
Presence of Water
Dynamic and defused light
Connection with Natural systems

2. Natural Analogues -

Biomorph forms and patterns
Material Connection with nature
Complexity and order

3. Nature of the Space -

		Prospect
		Refuge
		Mystery
Risk

From this the idea of non direct connections allowing nature into the
space through these three lenses, cultivating a pattern of growth in our
day to day lives. The connection of space and mental health can be
improved through these lenses, and they too will allow mental health to
flourish in design. By having a connection to life in a discreet way can
create a more complex biophilic design theory integrated into design.

Matrix analysis
Literature review - “Cancer treatment facilities: using design thinking to examine anxiety and patient experiences”
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Through this collaborative design process the final design solution
was a concept of individualized Patient Treatment Pods (PTP). These
PTP provide “control, privacy, comfort, minimal travel within oncology
units.” While surrounding the immediate patient needs with “restrooms,

Nurse stations
Patient
room

Patient
room

Patient
room

Outdoor patio for individual patients

Outdoor patio for individual patients

ms

Centralized
testing area

Patient
room

t
i
o
a
i
n
t
a
R

tr
oo

This question then went on to ask how can the awareness of patient
experience using design-thinking strategies to examine if the physical
environment in which patients occupy during cancer care affects
patients mental health, like anxiety, and how it contributes to negative
experiences, and how new design thinking can generate user sensitive
design solutions that can help reduce stress. To develop sensitive design
thinking through the eyes of the faculty member, the caregiver and the
patient. Through workshops the “thorns” were the negatives of patient
care and experience, the “buds” were opportunities for improvement
and growth, and the “roses” were the positives. As the different roles
were represented there were commonalities between the three, which
addressed separation of patient and caregiver, the “institutionalized”
feel in which older facilities give, the scale and lack of comfortable
environments for caregivers or families, and stress of unclear way
finding and feeling lost with no awareness of place.

Nurse stations
Patient Patient
room
room

“How can we optimize
patients’ time & movement
within a facility?”

Re
s

“Negative patient experiences are common, not due to substandard
care but difficulty in understanding medical terminology, feeling lost,
stressful built environmental features, or an inability to have emotional
needs met to name a few” (Agutter, 2011). As there are many obvious
negative aspects to being diagnosed with cancer or any illness our
bodies go into a state of shock, and the environment in which we
are supposed to heal in becomes a secondary worry as opposed
to the medical technology in which will cure you. The way in which
hospitals are designed is to create a highly functional structure that
can house medical personnel and technology to diagnose and treat
those who come in its doors. The programmatic fiction of a hospital
or treatment facilities primary focus is on healing people through
medicine. “Medicine being a broad term but defined as - The science
or practice of the diagnosis, treatment, and prevention of disease begins to question the foundations of treatment facilities and their

The question is raised:

patient lounges, nurse’s stations, and nutrition. Utilizing participants’
personal experiences along with design thinking led to a prototype
that creates a cancer treatment facility that may better suit patient
needs while potentially reduce anxiety.

pharmacy

The environment in which we place a healing body has a lot more
influence than we think, the environment can be thought of almost like
an incubator, if the environment is clean and working successfully the
occupant will begin to heal without any negative effects on the body
like germs or bacteria. While a sick body in a contaminated incubator
will no longer function as it is supposed to as a healing environment. This
is a simple way that we can look at a patient and their co-dependence
on environment in which they reside.

functionality geared towards the medical personnel in which help
it fiction rather than those who are supposed to heal within the
environment in which they occupy.

I CT
R
M

The world of cancer treatment facilities and the way in which they operate and function are being put into question with this article is how
we can re imagine a world of care that effects so many people in the
United States and all over the world. “In 2015 14 million people were
diagnosed with cancer worldwide.” The vast number of those and the
extension of their families involved in the care of patients fighting caner
come to effect a large percentage of the worlds population. So this
article dives in to the way that patients, caregivers, and facility see the
rose, thorn, and bud of the design and environment in which encompasses cancer treatment.

Multipur pose
room

This data was then collected and analyzed as to how we can begin to look at built studies on the idea of stress
reduction in the built environment. Looking at how we can begin to look at spaces and understand their abilities to
reduce stress for the individual with spatial qualities.

Light
Color

light

Gravity

connection to nature

Fractals
Curves

nature in the space
natural analogues
nature of the space

micro environments
Basic Mass/circulation

Details

materiality

water

color

life

sensory experience
Centre for Cancer and Health
NORD Architects

Light
Green Space
ENVIRONMENTS
B a s i c C i r c u l at i o n

Image2

Image3

Image4

Light

Green Space

ENVIRONMENTS

High vaulted open ceiling allow the compact design
to flood the interior spaces with light and light creating
natural lighting in interior patient spaces.

The Green Space limited and is pushed to the exterior
of the spaces presenting a lack of a connection to
nature, but focuses on connection to nature with the
use of light.

Human scape and the perception of space is a key
part of the design to bring a hospital back down to the
human scale and reduce stress by overwhelming.

Basic Mass/circulation

Image1

How does the design approaches
of sensitivity to the human scale in
an environment attribute to creating
a healing environment?
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The circulation is pushed to the walls of the courtyard
creating a shared connection to the private courtyard
within the design connecting the patients to one another
and their shared spaces.

sensory experience
New York Presbyterian David H Koch Center
HOK + Ballinger + Pei Cobb Freed & Partners

Light
Green Space
ENVIRONMENTS
B a s i c C i r c u l at i o n

Image6

Image7

Image8

Light

Green Space

ENVIRONMENTS

B a s i c C i r c u l at i o n

With the location of the hospital being in the middle or
a busy city the program must be built up and the facade
utilized in order to allow light into the space, the skin
of NY Presbyterian allows filtered light to flood into the
hall allowing views out and prioritizing the occupant
when circulating the building.

Green space and the desired connection to nature
is diminished in this project, the location of the project
does not allow the easy access to green space or
nature much like a more suburban project would allow,
with a compact design the priority for the design is the
occupant and not green space.

Environments and circulation is a key part of this design
with easing stress and the stigma of a hospital hallway,
there is a clear consideration and separation of the
patient and the staff as well as the visitor and the staff.
The environment created is a separation of visitor and
staff which helps easing circulation for both parties
allowing work and healing to work separately but also
in tandem as well.

The main circulation is a large hall pushed to the edges
of the mass again prioritizing the person circulating the
design keeping their orientation as a focus. Separating
the circulation of the visitor versus the staff, through
this design move we see a sensitivity to the stress and
environmental factors that go into the idea of healing
and care.

Image5

How do the designers rethink way
finding and efficiency creating
a sense of place within the
overwhelming environment of the
hospital?
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COGNITIVE experience
National Interpid Center of Excellence
Smith Group JJR

Light
Green Space
ENVIRONMENTS
B a s i c C i r c u l at i o n
Image9
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How does technology and
immersing environments help heal
patients rather than overwhelm the
occupant?

Image10

Image11

Image12

Light

Green Space

ENVIRONMENTS

B a s i c C i r c u l at i o n

Light in this project was thought of in a different manor
that is sensitive to the occupant and the idea of
consistency and uniformity. The center is design with
the soldier in mind and traumatic brain injuries and
PTSD heavily in consideration. Natural light is limited
and defused into spaces allowing patterns of light only
in the lobby space while the hallways and treatment
areas allow more even artificial lighting the illuminate
the spaces evenly.

Green space is limited in this design because of the
prioritizing of healing through immersive technology.
The green space and connection to nature is limited to
surroundings and to the simulated environments that the
patients occupy in therapeutic immersive therapy.

The soldier and healing is a priority for this design and
the art of healing through simulations and technology
in controlled environments allowing the patient to be
immersed into a scene. The environments created
although very specifically geared towards the occupant
allow us to see the cohesion of design and awareness
to the occupant being the main goal of healing.

Basic circulation is sensitive to uniformity in the main
mass of the structure creating straightforward circulation
for the occupant and patient in the therapy wing
and the patient rooms, but breaks away from stright
perpendicular circulation in the auxiliary programmatic
areas of the mass where the shared spaces like the
auditorium, lobby and other open spaces.

COGNITIVE experience
NORTHERN BEACHES HOSPITAL
BVN

Light
Green Space
ENVIRONMENTS
B a s i c C i r c u l at i o n
Image13
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How does the design approach
the idea of reinventing hospital
design and the way in which we
occupy and navigate the hallways
we share with patients, faculty, and
the caregiver?

Image14

Image15

Image16

Light

Green Space

ENVIRONMENTS

B a s i c C i r c u l at i o n

Much like in a typical hospital layout the patient rooms
are pushed to the exterior for natural lighting in the
patient rooms keeping the circulation to the central
vertical atrium. The massing of the design optimizes
the perimeter surface area maximizing the allowable
daylighting for the patient.

Green space is pulled into the space but still limited,
the direct connection to nature is limited in small doses,
and is most prominent in shared spaces much light the
eating hall. There is landscaping around the design
allowing the patient rooms too overlook the landscape
but the connection to nature is not prioritized a use of
healing.

Environments and circulation is a key part of this
design with easing way finding with cues that allow
the occupant to orient themselves as they travel down
long repetitive hallways. These cues are unique in their
placement and program creating “landmarks” helping
visitors circulate the hospital in a stress free manor.

The circulation of this hospital takes way finding into
high priority when easing visitor circulation, sharing
one main vertical circulation path for all wings of the
building creating a large central organization keeping
the occupant oriented and aware. The circualtion is
integrated with “cues” or “landmarks” helping orient
visitors in their way finding.

Precedence study analysis diagrams
Human Scale

Separation

ENVIRONMENTS
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Question asked: How does the design approaches of
sensitivity to the human scale in an environment attribute
to creating a healing environment?

Question asked: How does the design approach the
idea of reinventing hospital design and the way in
which we occupy and navigate the hallways we share
with patients, faculty, and the caregiver?
Spatial response: Separation of chaos and the
individual is a key factor in this design to reduce stress
for visitors. By separating the “work” aspect of the
hospital from the visitor the environment has a reduction
of sound, stimulants, smells, and chaos. Therefore
separating the aspects of back or house
and the stage while the patients are nested
in the middle creates availability for work
as well as a buffer for visitors and leisure.

Question asked: How does technology and immersing
environments help heal patients rather than overwhelm
the occupant?

Question asked: How do the designers rethink way
finding and efficiency creating a sense of place within
the overwhelming environment of the hospital?

Spatial response: The aspect of environment for healing
is amplified in this design when it is calling for an
intense immersion for healing. Individuals at this center
are immersed in environments with technology in order
to heal. Therefore allow in technology and
environment to begin to heal the brain calls
for the idea that immersive spaces can hold
healing qualities.

Spatial response: This design embodies the idea
that way-finding is manifesting a connection of the
occupant to space, we desire the ability to break
down and understand were we are and how to get
where we want to go. Therefore breaking down
the design and long hospital hallways into
a less repetitive more destination based
space we are able to comprehend and way
find at a different pace.

Spatial response: Bringing the design down to a
human scale makes it much easier to digest for the
observer, want to connect to our spatial environments
and when we are overwhelmed it becomes harder
for the individual to connect and find comfort with
the environment that they are occupying. Therefore
bringing the design to a more human scale
will help us identify and find comfort within
a space.
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Pat h va r i at i o n
How will this help
us begin to design
for mental health
on a larger scale to
combat the immense
amount of stress we
feel in our day to
day lives?

EXTREME ENVIRONMENTS TO DESIGN FOR MORE ON AN URBAN LEVEL
How will this help us begin to design for mental health on a
larger scale to combat the immense amount of stress we feel
in our day to day lives?
Whe n d e s i g n i n g f o r m e n t a l he a l t h w e
have to begin to as ourselves how we can
make the spaces and environments we
create and design more digestible but
also tie in our innate design to connect
to nature and other qualities that occur
in tandem with nature, such as natural
analogs, the expression and at tention to
the idea of gravit y, while implementing
at tention to natural lighting, feeding
into the sense of wander we all crave,
and the detailing within fractals of ten
found in nature.

to move this to a more urban scale for a
larger impact on mental health around
the world.

We h a v e a d e s i r e t o e x p l o r e d a s w e
move through spaces and discover new
p a t hs , d e t a i l s , w hi l e f e e l i n g a s e n s e o f
c o m f o r t a n d b e l o n g i n g . Thi s w i l l he l p u s
embody all of the qualities we desire in
design for others on a larger for meta
scale rather than designing for specific
extreme environments we need to begin

The g a p w he r e i n d i v i d u a l s a r e i m p a c t e d
in our daily lives by stress is within
the urban environment, housing dense
populations, to suburbia. Majority
of individuals have to travel to work,
school, or to essential businesses, these
p a t hs w e t a ke ho s t d i f f e r e n t l e v e l s o f
temporar y or for some long term stress.
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All over the world one out of ever y
thirteen individuals is ef fected by
longterm exposure to stress. In the
United States alone where there is
less wide spared povert y, and higher
average income, and a greater sense
of security one in every five individuals
suf fers from the impacts of poor mental
health.

Societ y has a need for stress relief
in not only extreme environments but
also an urban level where many more
individuals are impacted.
Thi s t he s i s i s l o o ki n g a t t he g a p t ha t
needs to be addressed on an urban
level and how we begin to design from
the first stages of site analysis.
Architects vow to protect the health
safet y and welfare of those they design
for, but how can we begin to expand
that statement and design for more than
just the client but for the communities
mental health safet y and welfare.

CChhaapptteerr 22: :

ADDRESSING THE
GAP OF MENTAL
HEALTH AWARENESS
WHEN CONDUCTING
SITE ANALYSIS

Questioning the practices of typical site analysis
Why i s t y p i c a l s i t e a n a l y s i s n o t e n o u g h
when it comes to designing for mental
health?
Cities have been the start of civilizations across
the world, housing and connecting multiple
micro-environments to one another. Dense urban
landscapes host a range of connections and
iterations on a daily basis on many dif ferent levels
such as social interactions, physical connections
from one place to another and also connections
to the built environment and histor y. Dense urban
environments can not be dwindled down to an
exact science of how to design a successful cit y
over night, the ever changing factor that can make
one cit y successful over another when it is almost
an exact replica has to do with the people who
occupy a cit y or a region, town centers and plazas
have been modeled af ter ancient successes and
ha v e f a l l e n s ho r t . Thi s i s b e c a u s e t he r e i s a n o r n a t e
qualit y that ties the occupant to the environment that
c a n n o t b e p r e d i c t e d , f a b r i c a t e d o r r e p l i c a t e d . The
built environment we occupy can either encourage
and host interaction or it can become a dead space
t h a t t h e n l a c k s i n t e r a c t i o n . We t h e n h a v e t o a s k
ourselves what qualities make us want to interact
with a space and how is that desire then ties back
to the feeling or securit y, safet y, and the tie to
nature we all desire.
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How can we use
site analysis to
create a better built
environment and
street-scape that
bet ters our physical
and psychological
wellbeing that is not
just by putting a green
bandied on an urban
wound?
Thi s i s w he r e w e b e g i n t o q u e s t i o n t he b e g i n n i n g
stages of design and the sensitivit y to our existing
surroundings.

Micro

Typical site analysis

Geographic Location
Orientation
Neighborhood Context
Topography
Surrounding Context
Site Boundaries
Surrounding Circulation
Landmarks
Typology / Groupings / Districts
Materiality of Context (to Blend with surroundings or standout)
Traffic Levels
Jurisdiction / Overlays
Site Accessibility
Site Activity / Use
Green Space Proximity
Public Transportation Analysis
Flood Zones
Visibility
Views
Sun path diagram for solar gain
Wind Patters / direction and exposure
Noise Levels on site for acoustic values
Private and Public Zones
Natural Boundaries
Man-made Boundaries
History
Walk-ability

Macro
Population
Density
Landmarks / Attractions
Avg Household Income
Age Range
Ethnicity
Education
Climate

Micro

Mental health conscious

Topography
Surrounding Context
Surrounding Circulation
Landmarks

Traffic Levels
Site Accessibility
Site Activity / Use
Green Space Proximity
Public Transportation
Visibility
Views

Man-made Boundaries
Walk-ability

Macro
Density
Landmarks / Attractions
Avg Household Income
Age Range

Climate

Micro

New approach

Context Scale
Green Space on Site
Access to surrounding Green Space
Public Views into the site
Private Views out of the site
Levels of Privacy
Circulation Intensity Vehicular
Circulation Intensity Pedestrian
Existing Social Conditions in Context
Organization of street scape
Ease of Way-finding
Sensory Experience
Hospital Access
Amenities
Natural Light Exposure on Site
Noise Pollution
Light Pollution
Land Pollution
Air Pollution
Ease of Site Access
Artificial Light on Site
Activity beyond 9-5
Seating on or Near Site
Public Transportation Access
Character of Site Surroundings
Unique Qualities
Ornamentation of surroundings
Micro-environments created in surroundings
Repetitive nature of surroundings
Perception of security

Macro
Density
Landmarks / Attractions (Amenities?)
Crime Rate
Avg Household Income
Age Range
Landscape to Green Scape Ratio
Public Spaces
Historical Areas
Construction Zones
Urban Organization

THE GAP IN SITE ANALYSIS AND THE BENEFIT THAT IT HOLDS
A n e w a p p r o a c h t o s i t e a n a ly s i s
Micro

Macro

Context Scale
Green Space on Site
Access to surrounding Green Space
Public Views into the site
Private Views out of the site
Levels of Privacy
Circulation Intensity Vehicular
Circulation Intensity Pedestrian
Existing Social Conditions in Context
Organization of street scape
Ease of Way-finding
Sensory Experience
Hospital Access
Amenities
Natural Light Exposure on Site
Noise Pollution
Light Pollution
Land Pollution
Air Pollution
Ease of Site Access
Artificial Light on Site
Activity beyond 9-5
Seating on or Near Site
Public Transportation Access
Character of Site Surroundings
Unique Qualities
Ornamentation of surroundings
Micro-environments created in surroundings
Repetitive nature of surroundings
Perception of security

Density
Landmarks / Attractions (Amenities?)
Crime Rate
Avg Household Income
Age Range
Landscape to Green Scape Ratio
Public Spaces
Historical Areas
Construction Zones
Urban Organization

Architecture does more than provide a simple
shelter or space in which activities happen.
Architecture creates the backdrop of our
lives, and then obtains the representation of
our personal “mental-scape”. Can we then
assume that then our built environment and
architecture also have the power the inflict the
same reflection inward?

N at u r e

Environments

Accessibility

Scale

Choice

We can learn from this new approach to site analysis and create
categories that reflect the ability for our built environment to induce
stress and effect out mental health while we are experiencing
the environment. These categories then can begin to simplify site
analysis when looking for triggers that change the state of our
mental health. These categories are broken into:

DEGREES OF ENCLOSURE
NATURE
ENVIRONMENTS
ACCESSIBILITY
SCALE
CHOICE
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degrees of enclosure

Introduction to Site

Marietta Street Atlanta, Georgia

Marietta Street Atlanta, Georgia
Atlanta Georgia is home to a unique dense environment at the heart of its city that experiences the repercussions
of urban sprawl in the greater Atlanta area, because of this we see a heavy amount of vehicular traffic that
is paired with countless parking decks and areas that experience heavy pedestrian traffic. This collision of
qualities makes Atlanta an ideal location for the study of mental health in the built environment.
This section of Marietta Street has been chosen to study because of its location to so many different attractions
that bring tourists and residence to the area year round. This part of Downtown is a main artery that feeds into
the busy Atlanta area and the predominant attractions that make Atlanta a tourist hot-spot, from the Georgia
Aquarium to the Centennial Olympic park, Five Points to the Georgia State University Campus this Street dense with
activity .

Key for context map
Construction Zone
Public Space | attractions
Medical facilities
Abandoned buildings
Mixed use | Commercial Residential
Small Commercial
Large Commercial
Government buildings
Parking Decks
Building Masses
Parks
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Gray Buildings © 2008 Sanborn
Gray Buildings © 2008 Sanborn

CChhaapptteerr 33: :

ANALYSIS AND
DESIGN FOR MENTAL
HEALTH IN THE BUILT
ENVIRONMENT
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Design approach method
Utilizing Marietta St, as a main artery for the city of
Atlanta, there were a series of “stressors” located along
the street, making it a hot spot for damaging mental
health in the urban environment. As we being to further
analyze Marietta Street it becomes obvious that there
are different fragments of the street-scape that invoke
different feelings of stress in the built environment. This
then leads to the selection of specific sites that begin to
reflect spaces where our mental health has the ability
to become compromised.
From issues of lack of sensitivity to scale to an absence
of variety in degrees of enclosure, to a complete lack
of connection to nature there is a need for intervention
along Marietta Street.
Different areas call for different forms of intervention
as well as completely different setting for design. Four
areas began to show the highest level of density for
negative effects on mental health.
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Site selection method
Site one:

Location: Intersection of Ivan Allen Jr Blvd and Marietta Street
Condition: Site lacks place and identity, the site backs up the railroad tracks and over looks the massive
dehumanizing rooftops of the World Congress Center, and While the site is abandoned, the lack of social
activity and pedestrian movement manifests a lack of life on the street.

Site two:

Location: Between Marietta St and Centennial Olympic Park
Condition: Paths mimic the axis of the surrounding streets. while THE INDIVIDUAL EXPERIENCES THE SPACE IS
SURROUNDED BY THE CITY HOW CAN YOU STRETCH THE VIEW OUT FURTHER INTO THE CITY AND CHANGE THE PERSPECTIVE
OF THE SURROUNDINGS.

Site three:

Location: Located at five Points and Woodruff Park
Condition: This intersection is composed of Organized Chaos, WHILE THE INTERSECTION IS GEARED TOWARDS
VEHICULAR CIRCULATION there is also a unique flow of pedestrian circulation that HOW CAN YOU GIVE POWER
TO THE PEDESTRIAN AND HOW THEY VIEW THE INTERSECTION.

Site four:

Location: Intersection of Decatur St and central Ave
Condition: On the corner of these two streets stands a sculpture that is surrounded but naked lifeless surface parking
and parking decks creating a sense of “placeless-ness” for those who circulate through the site. The area is barren in
terms of having and sort of connection to nature, there is a lack or greenery and life.
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Design approach method

Site one:
Intersection of Ivan Allen Jr Blvd and Marietta Street
condition is four lanes wide with a shared bike path
on outer lanes. Site lacks place and identity, While
the site is abandoned the lack of other people or less
people makes you feel more safe.
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What can be gathered for the site?
With the Lack of pedestrian movement on the site i want to create a comfortable
place to gather and utilize the heavy structure of the buildings across the tracks
as an opportunity to extend green space across the gray roof scape. By implementing
a design tactic to create more of a connection to nature. The site will also have a
new bus stop and a pavilion with a possible library and a playground.

Model design analysis
Key
CIRCULATION PATH
DISTORTING PERCEPTION
INWARD FOCAL POINT
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final design

final design Axon
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final design PERSPECTIVE

Design approach method

Site Two:
Between Marietta Street and Centennial Olympic Park
Dr Paths mimic the axis of the surrounding streets
Creating a cohesive plan, while the plan is functional
it restricts nature of the space, the harsh paths
restrict creativity and make you feel exposed and
watched.
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What can be gathered for the site?
The design approach for the park will be redefining the way-finding in the park,
reducing the under utilized open space and creating a more playful landscape that
inspires exploration throughout the entire site. While keeping the existing features
using the design guidelines to created a greater connection to nature and reduce
stress for those who occupy it. Possible additions of pavilions geared towards Easing
the stress of common mental disorders experienced by so much of the population.

Model design analysis
Key
CIRCULATION PATH
DISTORTING PERCEPTION
INWARD FOCAL POINT
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Final design

final design Axon
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final design PERSPECTIVE

Design approach method

Site Three:
Located at five Points and Woodruff Park
This intersection is composed of Organized Chaos
WHILE THE INTERSECTION IS GEARED TOWARDS VEHICULAR
CIRCULATION HOW CAN YOU GIVE POWER TO THE PEDESTRIAN
AND HOW THEY VIEW THE INTERSECTION.
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What can be gathered for the site?
The Intersection for Little five and Woodruff park will be approached in the eyes
of a space to make someone who is unfamiliar feel less stressed about entering the
space and circulating an unfamiliar area. This will consist of spaces to stand and reorient out of the way of those rushed to get from one point to another.

Model design analysis
Key
CIRCULATION PATH
DISTORTING PERCEPTION
INWARD FOCAL POINT

final design

final design Axon

final design PERSPECTIVE

Design approach method

Site four:
Intersection of
Decatur St and central Ave
On the corner of these two streets stands a Naked
sculpture that students avoid. The site consists of
surface parking and parking decks creating a sense of
“placeless-ness” for the students on campus.
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What can be gathered for the site?
The Intersection for Little five and Woodruff park will be approached in the eyes
of a space to make someone who is unfamiliar feel less stressed about entering the
space and circulating an unfamiliar area. This will consist of spaces to stand and
re-orient out of the way of those rushed to get from one point to another.

Model design analysis
Key
CIRCULATION PATH
DISTORTING PERCEPTION
INWARD FOCAL POINT
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final design

final design Axon
70

final design PERSPECTIVE
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